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IN SPITE OF COVID-19 WE CONTINUE

IN THIS EDITION:

2020 was a year full of challenges. Due to the necessary 1.5 meters
distance on the work floor, we have adapted our workshop to the new
regulations. For example, workplaces are arranged differently, so that
we can continue to offer as many employees as possible a place.
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Despite the fact that we cannot work at full capacity, the enthusiasm
among the employees is no less. Because of this and due to the
many donations of goods, we manage again and again to fill sea containers with high-quality second-hand tools for our projects in Africa.
Due to the relatively young population in Africa, the virus has fewer
disastrous consequences and schools have been reopened. With the
tools and the machines we send the youngsters can continue with
their lessons and the necessary practical training.
However, what cannot proceed are the training courses we were
used to give on the spot. These courses in maintenance & repairs of
knitting- and sewing machines will be organised locally. Over the past
15 years, we have trained nearly 3000 people as sewing and knitting
machine mechanics and as a trainer of mechanics. There is a large
pool of trainers to select from for the courses.
The current situation forces us to be creative in solving the challenges
we face. Our many volunteers, participants and day workers help us
with that.
Team Tools To Work

This beautifully painted sea container left for Kenya in July 2020.
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Front picture: young student at the
Wekelekha VTC in Kenya.

revision &
recycling
REUSE OFFERS PEOPLE OPPORTUNITIES
In the spacious workshop of Tools To Work more than
100 volunteers a week refurbish used goods. Sewing- and
knitting machines, computers, hand- and electrical tools
and bicycles. Tools which can be used to earn a living. The
refurbished tools get a second life in Africa.

Vocational Training
In Kenya and Uganda increasingly attention is paid to vocational
training. Youth unemployment is great and there is a big need for
artisans to improve the infrastructure of the country. Though poverty
is still a problem, the economy is growing. There are many initiatives to
start vocational trainings for young adults where they train as mason,
carpenter, electrician, or plumber. Next to a building, textbooks and
teachers, tools are needed for the practical lessons. Those can be supplied by Tools To Work. The tools are donated to and refurbished at the
workshop of Tools To Work.

Re-use and Recycling
We are strict about the quality of the goods send off. We have to see
to it that the goods have a long life and that there are no spare parts
needed which one cannot easily get. Everything entering the workshop
is scrutinised and if necessary gets new parts. If rejected we make it
ready for recycling.

Chances
Our workshop offers a safe surrounding to a diversity of people.
Retired people who like to share their professional knowledge and job
seekers, working as volunteer. People with a distance to the labour
market are helped back to a paid job by guiding and counselling them.
For all the people Tools To Work is supplies a meaningful day activity.
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VOLUN
TEERS
“I’ve been working as a volunteer in the workshop for almost 2 years
now and I really enjoy it.”
Mimoun (53) ended up at Tools To Work via the UWV. After a conversation with the counselor, he found a place in the tool department. “I
am responsible for refurbishing the hand tools that we receive. That
means: cleaning, brushing, grinding and repairing. I also replace the
handles on broken hammers and sometimes electric tools. Fun and
varied work”, says Mimoun.
After working as an administrator in a community center for 10 years,
he lost his job due to mismanagement and eventually ended up on sickness benefit. “And then the days are long,” says Mimoun. I sometimes
go to the community center to play billiards, but you can’t do that every
day. I also like to make myself useful. I enjoy helping people with odd
jobs or repairs.”
Mimoun feels at home at Tools To Work. First he worked 3 half-days on
overhauling tools, but due to the limited 1.5-meter distance workplaces, this has been reduced to 2 half-days so that more people can come
to work.
“The Tools program counselor helped me adapt my CV to my current
wishes and possibilities. I am rejected for 52% and am looking for a paid
job for 20 hours. With that I can supplement my WW and WIA. I prefer
to work for a handyman service that carries out repairs. I just like to
help people ... ”

I really enjoy being
together
work with colleagues
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VOLUN
TEERS
“It wasn’t until I was 43 that I was officially diagnosed with ADHD, so
that all the pieces of the puzzle fell into place.”
Henk-Jan (56) became unemployed 18 years ago after years of working
as a mechanical engineer. Henk-Jan explains:
“The problems I encountered in my job, ranging from the difficulty I had
in being able to switch quickly between different tasks and successfully
completing complex assignments, made the work too hard for me.”
And so he became a full-time houseman. His wife worked out and
Henk-Jan ran the tasks at home. That was not always as structured as
he wanted. Because even in a household there are several tasks that
have to be performed and impulsive acting does not help with that.
Fortunately, he gets help from Impegno in the form of guidance once a
week. This helps him to organize things.
“Now that our children are adults, there is less work to be done in the
household and Impegno has put me on the trail of volunteering. First I
worked at the Red Cross in Tilburg, but ran into the same problems as in
my previous job. The pressure was high and if I made mistakes I didn’t
get a second chance. ”
The search continued for meaningful volunteer work and so Henk-Jan
ended up at Tools To Work. It took a while to find out which department would suit best. It eventually became the sewing machine department and he likes that.
Henk-Jan: “I am responsible for checking and repairing sewing machines. A clear assignment with a beginning and an end.
I get along well with my colleague who teaches me the tricks of the
trade. He complimented me for having mastered the mechanics of the
machines so quickly. Of course that has to do with my background as a
mechanical engineer. ”
“Receiving a compliment for what you can do and goes well is nice, especially for an ADHD person who is always self-critical when something
has not worked out. I like it at Tools To Work. Here I am appreciated
and given a chance again and again. “

Getting a compliment
for your work is so
important!
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TRAINING FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED
YOUNG PEOPLE
The Kenyan economy is getting better and better but not all
regions benefit from this. Bungoma County is one of the
regions where the economic development remains behind.
Unemployment among young people is high (61% of the
young people between 15-35 years) and the education
offered is not sufficient. 92% of unemployed young people
have no skills useful on the labour market.
For technical projects, such as construction of water pipes, electricity
and road construction, skilled workers from other parts of Kenya or even
from abroad are brought in.
In order to achieve equivalent economic growth, the Kenyan government, together with the regional administration, selected ten vocational
schools to provide targeted vocational education. These schools receive
(financial) support for buildings and furnishing, purchasing teaching
materials and tools for practical lessons as well as additional training
and professional teachers.
Tools To Work, an expert in the field of reconditioned, high-quality
tools, has been asked to provide four schools with material. It concerns
tools for the training courses: Construction and bricklaying, electrical
engineering, metalworking and welding, plumbing, woodworking and
(moped) bicycle technology.
The realisation of accessible and practice-oriented education is important. It responds to the great demand from both the target group and
the labor market. A good craftsman or professional can earn an income
that can support a family.
Research by UNESCO shows that the percentage of girls who are enrolling for technical training in Kenya increases yearly. Professionalisation
of vocational training in Bungoma County shall further stimulate girls to
follow vocational education. Girls staying in school longer will be empowered and become financially independent. The number of teenage
pregnancies is falling.
By supplying good quality (used) tools we meet the demand of these
technical schools in one of the poorest and least developed areas
of Kenya.

“

As a County, we are in dire need of artisans
like plumbers, electricians, modern mechanics; trades that will be acquired in thes
centres by our youth”
Bungoma Governor Wycliffe Wangamati
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EDUCATION IS THE KEY WORD
“We bought land from our savings and built various buildings: classrooms, dormitories, an office, a carpentry shop,
a kitchen and a warehouse. We have started by admitting
a large group of young people to different courses. The
enthusiasm in the area is great. Young people are keen to
learn something, but the region is so poor that they have no
money for school”.
This was said by Rosemary and Francis Okech, the initiators of the
Morkiswa Community Skilling Institute (MCSI).
In the east of Uganda lies Tororo, a predominantly rural and very disadvantaged area. Research by Unicef shows that almost 50% of
the children in Tororo live in extreme poverty. There are too few
schools and many parents do not have enough resources to pay for
school fees.
The Morkiswa Institute has started offering vocational training to young
people who have not been able to finish their school. Since the start,
Tools To Work has supported them in setting up the Sewing Training,
Automotive Engineering-, Construction- and Woodwork training. We
visited the school in 2015 and in 2020 we had planned another visit, but
the pandemic has unfortunately hindered this.
The school is doing well and is now certified by the Ugandan government, which means that the obtained certificates (for one-year courses)
and diplomas (for two-year courses) match the demand on the labour
market.
The pupils can also transfer to higher level of vocational education after
their training. The school provides an enormous flow to the labour
market. Most young people pay a small amount of school fees, some
are sponsored by an organisation and some are are able to pay the
regular amount of school fees. “With that money we help young people
who have nothing at all but are very motivated. We call this our project
children”, says Francis. “We currently have about 300 students and 130
of them also sleep here”.
Due to the success, the institute will expand further and there is again
a need for tools from Tools To Work to increase the teaching capacity.
Tools to Work works together with the Morkiswa Foundation, located
in Deventer (NL).
The Morkiswa Community Skilling Institute contributes heavily annually
to a better future for hundreds of young people in Tororo, Uganda. We
are proud to be part of this.
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DADREG SAVES YOUTH FROM THE DUMP
Dandora Dumpsite in Nairobi, Kenya is one of the largest
landfills in the world. The most poorest try to survive on this
dump, searching for food and useful stuff. Many of them live
there too, with all of the dangers. Rapes are commonplace.
Dump
Dandora Dumpsite Rehabilitation Group (DADREG) is a locally founded
organisation that tries to get these people out of their misery. DADREG
was founded in 2009 by a group of young people who used to live on
the dump. Because of poverty they could no longer go to school and
roamed the rubbish dump looking for food. This group decided to work
together to help themselves and their community.
Sport
To get young people out of the landfill, the group started offering sports.
Young people, especially girls in the slums and on the garbage dump,
have few opportunities in life. DADREG gives them the possibility to live
a decent life, by giving education, learning skills and giving them access
to capital with which they can escape poverty. Women and children are
provided shelter so that they are in a safe environment and away from
the toxins, they can go to school and learn a skill. Without skills, they
will continue to depend on the dump.
Vocational training
DADREG provides training and vocational education. In addition they
get the knowledge to set up their own business, with which graduates
may qualify for a micro credit. Every year there are 300 to 400, former
workers from the Dandora Dumpsite, trained in the following subjects:
Hairdressing, Tailoring, Catering.
DADREG wants to expand its activities, because there is a great need for
technical professions. With the help of foreign donor organisations, a
new building is erected with sufficient classrooms for practical lessons.
Tools To Work helps the organisation with:
•
•
•
•
•

sewing machines
tools for the various construction departments
small and large machines for construction
computers and printer
bicycles
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“

PHOEBE OLESIA (24)
I worked on the landfill for over ten years and hoped so there was
once an opportunity for me to do a training course in clothing.
DADREG came and invited me and some of my colleagues to take a
sewing course in January 2016. I doubted if I really could fulfill my
dream job - be a designer. But I started and within five months I
learned how to make clothing such as dresses, skirts and suits. I sell
them, make them for my children, my husband and for myself while I
keep learning. We already have a better life. My health has improved
because I no longer live among the toxins, my children go to school
and we no longer have to look for food in the landfill. I hope that
others also get such a chance“.
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GIVE THEM A GOOD START
REUSE OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES
Your surplus tools give others a future. In our workshop we overhaul
these goods with the help of volunteers and people with a distance to
the labor market.
These goods then go to vocational schools in Africa. Young people can
learn a trade with your tools and build an independent life.
Which goods are eligible for this?
• Hand and power tools
• Sewing and knitting machines
• Bicycles

Tools To Work is a small-scale foundation that supports vocational traing centers in Africa with tools for young people
so they can receive practical lessons.

Good tools are half the battle
They are trained as carpenter, bricklayer, electrician, shoemaker or tailor. A diploma enables them to work as a professional
and to earn their own income.
To help these young people on their way, we give them a
starting tool set and / or machine so that they can get started
right away.

You can deliver your goods every working day between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m. or have them collected by us. Please call: 076-581 02 02

ANBI STATUS
Tools To Work has ANBI status.
An ANBI is a public benefit organization. An
institution can only be an ANBI if it is at least
90% committed to the public benefit. Donors
of an ANBI are allowed to deduct their donations from income or
corporate tax. You can read more about ANBI, your donations and our
obligations on the website of the tax authorities.

CERTIFIED TRAINING COMPANY
In our workshop, volunteers work together
with people at a distance from the labor
market. We offer programs in which we guide
people to paid work. In this way we want to
give as many people as possible the opportunity to participate in society.

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT
Tools To Work thanks everyone who supports our work.
With knowledge, financial resources, time, support and trust.
Without you we could not do our inspiring work.
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We put together starter boxes with tools that are
overhauled in our workshop
Together with volunteers, we refurbish second-hand tools and
put together toolboxes.
Getting these boxes in the right place requires financial
donations needed.
Will you help to give these young professionals a good start?
You can participate from 25, You can participate in this promotion at:

www. ToolsToWork.nl/actie-startgereedschap
Or with a direct donation to:
IBAN: NL82 RABO 0120063336 quoting starting tools
If you leave your e-mail address on our website, we can keep
you informed. Thanks in advance for your help.
Team Tools To Work

